
Magic Fence
An Additional Safety Device for Nuclear Plants



collective action - magic power
The power of a magic fence emerges from collective action. Every-
body can participate adding his/her personal piece of magic to it. 
In this way it will be growing until the needed length is achieved to 
close a magic circle around the nuclear plant.

Once the digital fence completed it is going to be materialized on 
a fabric panel of the same length. It will be delivered to the nuclear 
plant as additional protection system and can be attached to the 
existing fences to double them by the magic power of collective 
action.

sleeping beauty 
The magic fence is braided from fancy flowerd spiny rose tendrils 
- which might preserve magic for at least one hundred years as it 
is told in the fairy tale of the sleeping beauty. Amulets, protective 
symbols, talismans, charms, prayers and incantations are going to 
be networked into this braid.

Using a modular system you can put your own magically charged 
element together. You are free to add your magic spell, a wish or just 
your name. Then you mount it to the magic fence. 
Magic protection will be growing in digital space against nuclear 
hazard and deadly risk.
 

magic fence
Do magic rituals work? Do they work in digital space too? 
Magic fences surrounding nuclear plants are going to be set up on 
the Internet through collective action. 
A website will offer you the possibility to chose a nuclear plant you 
really are afraid of and to participate in the construction of the Magic 
Fence to protect it. 

safety is vital 
Safety of nuclear power plants is vital. Every conceivable measu-
re should be undertaken to prevent further nuclear disasters: even 
magic.

Regarding the existence of magic practices throughout all cultures 
and times a complete denial of their impact would be grossly negli-
gent*. 
For this reason high risk nuclear plants shall receive additional pro-
tection by a magic fence. 
  

* In consideration of the durability of mythological narratives the establishment of an „Atomic Cult“ is seri-
ously discussed by scientist as  a method to mark radioactive disposal sites and to warn further genera-
tions also in 10 000 years. 
See for example Markus Buser, Literaturstudie zum Stand der Markierung von Geologischen Tiefenlagern, 
Bundesamt für Energie BFE, 2010  
http://www.news.admin.ch/NSBSubscriber/message/attachments/19773.pdf
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Magic Fence
 I. Nuclear Plant II. Rose Braid III. Add Magic Items IV. Magic Spell V. Publish

Hamsa
read more

Nuclear Serafin
read more

Magic Mushrooms
read more

Juju contre voleur
read more

Origami Cranes
read more

Origami Cranes
An ancient Japanese legend tells that gods will 
fulfill you a whish when you have folded 1000 
paper cranes.

Sadako Sasaki, twelve-year-old girl, suffering from 
leukemia caused by the atomic bomb to Hiroshi-
ma, died while she was folding thousand cranes. 
In remembrance of her fight against death Origami 
cranes became the symbol of Japanese peace 
movement.

Each Magic Fence should include 1000 cranes. 

III: Add Magic Item

1. chose your magic item 

2. draw it to your rose braid element

3. you can add several magic items

integrate your magic item

save

scroll
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Gorgon‘s Head
read more

Chinese Knot
read more

Evil Eye
read more

outline of the interactive website

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hand_der_Fatima
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seraph
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juju
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sadako_Sasaki
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medusa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nazar_(amulet)


Magic Fence

1. Interactive Website
 Collective action from the start - the set up of the website is 

realized through crowd funding.

2. Nuclear Power Plants
 A selection of highly dangerous nuclear plants is made. Further 

nuclear plants can be added during the project.
 
3. Digital Magic Fence
 People compose their magic elements out of a selection of ma-

gic items raised from varied cultural and historical backgrounds. 
 
4. Production Costs
 The site is provided with an online payment system to raise 

funds for maintenance and for the production of the Magic Fen-
ces in real space. You pay a small amount of some €uro depen-
ding on the size of your magic element.

5. Materialized Magic Fence
 Once the length achieved the Magic Fence is going to be ma-

terialized as a textile banner - digital textile print, organic cotton 
- and delivered to the nuclear plant.

   

 

Beznau, Switzerland
the world‘s oldest nuclear power plant

Fessenheim, France
known for repeated incidents and located in a densly populated area 



Magic Fence

http://www.xcult.org/magicfence/bezaun/bezaun10.html
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Copa & Sordes
Sierenzerstr. 83
CH-4055 Basel
m: 079 545 87 62
t: 061 301 56 22
copaetsordes@swissonline.ch
www.xcult.org/copaetsordes
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